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synaptica Enterprise Taxonomy: Challenges and Breakthroughs

Complexity

Scale

Explainability

Trust

Synaptica has been collaborating with businesses and organizations around the world 
for over twenty-five years to solve the evolving challenges of enterprise taxonomy 
management and semantic categorization

publishing & media
academic & libraries

corporate, financial, & legal
science, technology, & engineering

medicine & pharmacy
video games
social media
eCommerce
food delivery

hospitality
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stay flexible

use more than one language model
or NLP service

Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3
Created 20231106 from text prompt ‘exploding box of creative tools’

Tech Stack Diversity
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Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3
Created 20231031 from text prompt ‘library index’

Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3
Created 20231031 from text prompt ‘knowledge graph’

The Challenge of Complexity
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terms to concepts

taxonomy to ontology

labels as things

relationships as things

knowledge graphs
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terms to concepts
labels separate from IDs/URIs

simplifies multilingual

taxonomy to ontology
extensible semantic schema
supports machine inference

labels as things
SKOS-XL labels have properties

Stephen King cf. Robert Bachman

relationships as things
RDF-Star relationships have properties

Steven King <> The Shining + 1977

knowledge graphs
ontology aware of content it describes
find best jobs for john Doe’s résumé
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Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3
Created 20231031 from text prompt ‘extreme scale data’

10K Concepts
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Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3
Created 20231031 from text prompt ‘extreme scale data’

10K Concepts 100K Concepts 10M Concepts
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Example:

• Hierarchical navigation through a 
taxonomy of over 2 million 
concepts

• Click-click-click down three levels 
and then hit a concept with over 
33,000 narrower concepts

• Adaptive navigation traps the 
condition in a split second and 
redirects the user to search inside 
the set of narrower concepts 
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Example:

• Associative navigation

• Click on a concept with over 
1 million associative 
relationships…

• … Adaptive Navigation traps the 
condition and redirects the user to 
search inside the set of related 
concepts
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UI also adaptive to scale of 
relationship types

• some taxonomies can have 
hundreds of relationship types 

• the UI can adapt to display just  
populated relationships

• and expose additional 
properties on demand 
properties 

SKOS 12
predicates

Enterprise 24 
predicates

OMOP 662
predicates 
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Graphite manages high-performance search indexes 
over the graph.

Search response times dependent on two factors: 
specificity of query (more keywords faster), and 
volume of results (more results slower):

Examples (searching 7.1 million concepts across 
2 taxonomies) including round trip to browser:

“bacteria” – 3,540 results in 3.5 seconds

“blood clot” – 352 results in 1.2 seconds

“kidney infection“ – 45 results in 0.35 seconds

“gamma knife” – 10 results – 0.25 seconds
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Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3
Created 20231101 from text prompt ‘machine AI explaining’

Three pillars of successful 
autocategorization

explainable results

transparent rules
 

rapid iteration
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Powered by                                 Text Analytics

skos:ConceptScheme

skos:Concept

skos:inScheme

skos:Concept

skos:Concept

skos:Concept

skos:related

skos:prefLabel

skos:altLabel

skos:hiddenLabel

skos:definitionskos:narrower

skos:broader

SKOS has become the go-to schema 
for managing enterprise taxonomies.

How can unmodified SKOS be used 
to support auto-categorization?

Concept Schemes can be used to 
manage different tagging facets, e.g., 

products, jobs, skills, etc.

Concepts provide the controlled 
metadata values with which to tag 

content, they are entities in the graph 
not just extracted strings

Concept Hierarchies enable 
classification rollups from narrower 

specific things to broader more 
general classes

prefLabels present the 
disambiguated human readable label 
describing each concept, but these 

do not necessarily correspond to the 
words and phrases found in content

altLabels and hiddenLabels capture 
synonymous variants and can be 

used to match against the words and 
phrases found in content

definitions present human readable 
contextual information but these are 

not formatted to support machine 
processing

Explainability Breakthrough: Transparent Rules
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Powered by                                 Text Analytics

skos:ConceptScheme

skos:Concept

skos:inScheme

skos:Concept

skos:Concept

skos:Concept

skos:related

skos:prefLabel

skos:altLabel

skos:hiddenLabel

skos:definitionskos:narrower

skos:broader

Can manage multiple 
tagging facets using 

different concept schemes

Can increase candidate 
tagging by adding 

altLabels that match 
words in content

Can support classification 
rollups from specific to 

general things 

Can’t support positive or 
negative contexts to help 
eliminate false matches

Can’t support textual 
patterns to identify novel 

entities

Can’t support proximity 
and relevancy ranking 

rules 

Explainability Breakthrough: Transparent Rules
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Powered by                                 Text Analytics

skos:Concept

contentKeywords

mustMatch

mustNotMatch

Can support positive or 
negative contexts to help 
eliminate false matches

Can support textual 
patterns to identify novel 

entities

Can support proximity and 
relevancy ranking rules 

contentKeywords regex

mustMatch regex

mustNotMatch regex

contextualProximity

classificationSpecificity

relevanceRank

Set of properties for natural 
language matching and 

contextualization 

Set of properties for regex 
pattern-based matching and 

contextualization 

Set of properties for tagging 
relevancy rules

Explainability Breakthrough: Transparent Rules
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Human-in-the-loop

design 
ontology 
schema

build a 
content-aware 

knowledge 
graph 

automate
categorization 

pipelines

develop 
taxonomies

Enhanced tagging 
properties for 

contextual and 
pattern-based rules

corpora 
analytics & 

establishing 
ground

truth

Review specific document 
annotations. Remove false 

matches and/or add 
missing concepts to 

establish ‘gold standard’ 
ground truth

synaptica Explainability Breakthrough: Rapid Iteration

evaluate 
annotations

& refine
rules
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Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3

Created 20231101 from text prompt ‘ai trust shaking hands’

synaptica The Challenge of Trust

Generative AI

data privacy
 

opaqueness of sources

veracity of results
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Would the real Dean Allemang please step forward

Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3 created three of these images on 20231107
from the text prompt ‘Dean Allemang explaining LLMs’

The Unusual Suspects
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Three memorable takeaways from Dean’s 
Taxonomy Bootcamp Keynote (my paraphrase)

Who understands why we need taxonomy?
ChatGPT does.

Combining LLMs with an ontology can massively  
boost accuracy (over 37% in a specific test case).

You won’t lose your job to an AI, you’ll lose it to a 
person who knows how to use AI …
… a call to action for all taxonomists.
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After a major development effort by the engineers at Ontotext, the latest version 
of Graphite Knowledge Studio now supports configurable pipelines to LLMs for 
GenAI-based annotation and extraction.

The innovation 
challenge to combine 
GenAI with taxonomy 
and knowledge graphs 
has only just begun.

Keep your tech stack 
diverse, free your 
imagination, be bold. 
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Innovate with us

WWW https://www.synaptica.com/ 

https://www.twitter.com/synaptica 

https://www.linkedin.com/synaptica-llc 

https://www.youtube.com/c/Synaptica 

info@synaptica.com 

synaptica

Microsoft Bing Image Creator powered by DALL.E3 Created 20231107
from text prompt ‘ship of creative innovation and exploration’

Thank You!

https://www.synaptica.com/
https://www.twitter.com/synaptica
https://www.linkedin.com/synaptica-llc
https://www.youtube.com/c/Synaptica
mailto:info@synaptica.com

